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I. THE TRIBUNAL DOES NOT HAVE JURISDICTION OVER THE DISPUTE 

A. The dispute constitutes State-State arbitration  

- Under the ICSID Additional Facility Rules, it is established that the jurisdiction of the Tribunal 

shall extend to investor-State arbitration only. (ICSID Additional Facility Rules, Art.2(a)) 

- However, the present dispute constitutes State-State arbitration and falls outside the scope of 

jurisdiction of the Centre, as the actions taken by Vemma were attributable to Bonooru. 

1. Vemma is a state-owned enterprise 

- As of March 2021, Bonooru held 55% of Vemma’s shares. As the State has full control over 

Vemma, the company acquired the status of a State-owned enterprise. 

- The Tribunal may also look into whether that entity is acting as an agent for the government 

or is discharging an essentially governmental function. (CSOB. v. Slovakia, BUCG v. Yemen) 

2. Vemma acted as an agent for the Bonoori government 

- Since its incorporation, Bonooru has exerted the right to maintain a sizable stake in the 

company, as recognized by Bonooru’s highest courts. (Annex III) 

- Vemma was put under the entrustment of Bonooru through its representative in Vemma’s 

board of directors. (Annex IV) 

- As of March 2021, Vemma’s board of directors was replaced with government functionaries 

and its legal team was equipped with lawyers from Bonooru’s justice department, indicating 

significant state control.  

3. Vemma discharged essentially governmental functions 

- One of Vemma’s primary objectives is “to assist in developing the aviation industry as well as 

the civil aviation infrastructure in Bonooru for the benefit of its population in accordance with 

Article 70 of the Constitution Act.” (Annex IV) 

- However, Article 70 “bestows positive obligations upon the State”, thereby proving that 

Vemma was obliged to perform essentially governmental duties. (Annex II) 

- Following its restructure, Vemma’s functions were extended to include paramilitary activities. 

- In the context of the Horizon 2020 scheme, the objectives and functions of its conduct shall be 

considered as serving the government’s interest and be attributable to Bonooru. 

B. The disputing parties did not agree to submit the claims under any other rules 
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- Mekar was not notified of nor consented to state-state arbitration between Mekar and Bonooru. 

Thus, the case cannot be brought forward under any other rules as provided in CEPTA. 

(CEPTA, Article 9.16(6)(c)) 

II. THE TRIBUNAL SHALL ADMIT THE CRPU’S AMICUS SUBMISSION ONLY 

A. The Tribunal shall apply the UNCITRAL Rules on Transparency to the 

proceedings 

- Pursuant to the CEPTA, the UNCITRAL Rules on Transparency shall be applied as the present 

proceedings characterize as international arbitration proceedings against Mekar. (CEPTA, 

Article 9.20(6)) 

B. The CRPU’s submission shall be admitted  

- The CPRU provided the Tribunal with a unique matter of fact regarding the unfair means 

through which Vemma secured its rights. (CRPU Amicus) 

C. CBFI’s submission fails to provide assistance to the Tribunal and shall be 

dismissed 

- CBFI did not file its amicus leave in pursuit of any “public interest” nor assist the Tribunal 

with any novel perspectives. 

- The participation of Lapras Legal Capital undermines CBFI’s independence and raises a 

conflict of interest as it possesses a financial interest in the outcome of the proceedings 

III. THE RESPONDENT HAS ACCORDED THE CLAIMANT FAIR AND EQUITABLE 

TREATMENT AND DID NOT BREACH CHAPTER 9 OF CEPTA 

- Respondent will deal with “denial of justice”, “due process”, “arbitrary or dícriminatory 

conduct” as these components of the FET standard under Article 9.9 of the CEPTA are likely 

to be raised by Claimant. 

A. Respondent’s measures did not deny the Claimant of justice  

- A denial of justice could be pleaded if the relevant courts refuse to entertain a suit, if they 

subject it to undue delay, or if they administer justice in a seriously inadequate way. (Azinian 

v. Mexico ICSID) 

- The complexity of the case, the behaviour of the litigants involved, the significance of the 

interests at stake, and the behaviour of the courts themselves are factors to consider whether 

undue delay constitutes a denial of justice. (Chevron Partial Award) 
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- Normally commercial matters in Mekar would take approximately 27 months to reach a final 

decision. 

- Even though Mekar prioritized criminal cases, given the interest of Vemma at stake, Mekar’s 

High Court heard submissions from Caeli Airways and released their judgement 3 months after 

hearing. 

B. Respondent accorded due process to Claimant with transparency 

- The lack of due process has to lead: (i) "to an outcome which offends judicial propriety in 

judicial proceedings" or (ii) "to a complete lack of transparency and candour in an 

administrative process. (Joshua Dean Nelson v. Mexico ICSID) 

- Transparency is defined as: “the idea that all relevant legal requirements for the purpose of 

initiating, completing and successfully operating investments made, or intended to be made, 

under the Agreement should be capable of being readily known to all affected investors.” 

(Metalclad Corporation v. The United Mexican States, ICSID) 

- Even before the Vemma’s investment was admitted in Mekar, Vemma was sufficiently notified 

that any anti-competitive behaviour would be subject to the review of the CCM, armed with 

an independent enforcement directorate. 

C. Respondent’s measures were not arbitrary or discriminatory 

1. Respondent’s measures were not arbitrary 

- Arbitrariness was defined as “a wilful disregard of due process of law, an act which shocks, or 

at least surprises, a sense of juridical propriety.” (Elettronica Sicula S.p.A. (ELSI) (United 

States of America v. Italy) 

- Measures cannot be considered arbitrary unless there is a manifest lack of rational relationship 

between the measure and its objective. 

- The position of Phenac International Airport allowed Caeli to capture global connecting traffic 

flows and grow ahead of the market.  

- Not only exploiting the position of Phenac Airport, Vemma also utilized the subsidy under the 

“Horizon 2020” Scheme to offer low-fare, long-distance flights into Mekar, and increased 

international routes. 

- To obtain market share and push other competitors out of the market, Vemma ignored the 

potential risk, abused its dominant position and its subsidization received from Bonooru and 
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implemented predatory pricing, and indeed there were regional airlines that have been pushed 

out of the market. 

- The CCM’s investigation was launched in accordance with Monopoly and Restrictive Trade 

Practice Act 2009, Chapter III(2), along with the airfare cap, to make sure that Caeli cannot 

adopt predatory pricing strategies with the aim of hindering competition on the domestic 

market. 

2. Respondent’s measures were not discriminatory 

- Non-discrimination “requires a rational justification of any differential treatment of a foreign 

investor.” (Saluka Investments B.V. v. The Czech Republic) 

- Receiving subsidy from the Horizon 2020 programme, Vemma was able to introduce 

excessively low prices and open routes without considering the potential risk. 

- Mekar recognized the benefits that State-owned enterprises receive compared to other 

companies and did not offer Vemma the subsidy. 

- Mekar’s measures were justified as Vemma cannot expect a country with financial instability 

like Mekar to give subsidies and make up for the loss from its ignorance.  

IV. IN CASE THE TRIBUNAL FINDS MEKAR DID VIOLATE ARTICLE 9.9, THE 

TRIBUNAL SHOULD CONCLUDE MEKAR OWE CLAIMANT NO 

COMPENSATION 

A. Mekar has already purchased the Claimant’s investment at “market value” 

- Where a tribunal makes a final award against a respondent, the tribunal may award monetary 

damages at a market value. (CEPTA, Art.9.21(1)(a)) 

- Price at market value is the price “at which the property would change hands between a 

hypothetical willing and able buyer and a hypothetical willing and able seller, acting at arm’s 

length in an open and unrestricted market, when neither is under compulsion to buy or sell 

and when both have reasonable knowledge of the relevant facts.” (CMS Gas Transmission 

Company v. Argentina (ARB/01/8)) 

- Vemma was unable to attract another suitable buyer for its shares in Caeli, Mekar, as a willing 

and able buyer, has decided to purchase its stake in Caeli Airway. 

- Considering the situation that Vemma has led Caeli Airway to, the tribunal should find that 

Mekar has paid the “market value” at USD 400 millionand and owes Claimant no 

compensation. 
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B. In the alternative, the Tribunal should reduce any compensation awarded 

considering the Claimant’s contributory fault 

- A two-pronged test has been used, requiring the conduct to have been “wilful or negligent,” 

(2001 ILC Articles, art. 39) and to have caused a “material and significant” contribution to 

their own loss. (Occidental Petroleum Corporation and Occidental Exploration and 

Production Company v. The Republic of Ecuador, ICSID) 

- The fact that they recklessly implemented their strategy and continuously captured market 

share has led to the investigations. 

- The loss witnessed by Vemma was the result of reckless strategy and Vemma’s ignorance for 

not listening to experts who have been working for a long period of time in Mekar. 


